Tentative Agenda

- Discuss purpose of the WG
- Show DCN around the world WeatherMAP
- Brief Description of Internet2 DCN - Tom Lehman
- Discuss history of LHC Applications - Phil Demar
- Show NDT over DCN - Aaron Brown
- Discuss WG Charter and Structure
- Questions
- Setup meeting times and frequency
Some pointers

• **Circuit Reservation Page** [https://test-idc.internet2.edu](https://test-idc.internet2.edu)
• **WIKI for IDC docs**
• **DCN Software Suite**

• Signup sheet - note if you want to join wg will get slides and minutes and notification of meetings
Purpose of Working Group

• Provide a place for implementing DCN to meet and discuss with themselves and with DCN implementers
  – End users
  – Network implementers / operators
  – Developers of applications using DCN
  – not a DCN developer’s meeting

• Feedback from users to DCN developers
  – Problems, bugs, suggestions, complaints

• Input from Developers to users
  – Release announcements
  – Feature descriptions
  – Problems, bugs, work-arounds
Meeting Possibilities

- WG meets at MMs in Spring and Fall
- Possibly at JT's
- Regular calls - perhaps monthly
- Calls when needed for problems, announcements
Next Speakers

• Tom Lehman
• Phil Demar
• Aaron Brown
WG details

Meeting times
WG Coordinators